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Cameron named PERS Employee of the Quarter

Loren Cameron, of Madison, has been named Employee of the Quarter for the Public Employees’ Retirement System of Mississippi (PERS) by the Board of Trustees for the first quarter of FY 2022, which runs from July through September 2021.

As an account specialist in Benefit and Refund Payments, Cameron demonstrates a strong work performance and sense of professionalism. She consistently has a high production and turnaround rate for her work. Her depth of knowledge regarding the retirement process is key to her accuracy and speed in processing of retirement paperwork, and she readily provides aid to other analysts when needed.

Cameron has a bachelor’s degree in business and a master's of business administration, both from Mississippi State University.
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Cutline: Loren Cameron has been named Employee of the Quarter at PERS for the first quarter of FY 2022.